Database Characteristics in OPAC*

OPAC systems provide the following information in either short or long record displays.

a. Call number  
b. Author  
c. Title  
d. Subject heading(s)  
e. Edition Information  
f. Publication information  
g. Copy information  
h. Volume information  
i. Location for current issues of serials*  
j. Name of the library where the item is located  
k. Loan status  
l. Document abstract▼  
m. Table of contents†  
n. Citations within the text♦  
o. Keywords from the book index*  
p. Book review*

Availability of UML’s OPAC

* These characteristics are unavailable in UML’s OPAC.
▼ UML’s OPAC have only some conference papers
† Have some of the records from US MARC
♦ Only INDXDB

* From Lancaster, F.W. and Sandore, Beth (1997, Appendix 1)